the Diseases of Infancy and Childhood.' The former has attained to its fifth edition within fifteen years, and the latter to its fourth issue within the space of twelve. This alone is sufficient proof of the value of the labours of these two physicians, and of their appreciation by the public. The 
practitioner may rely upon what Dr. West chooses to tell them, whether as regards theory or practice, though on some points they may occasionally wish to know a little more. The chief faidts of Dr. Condie are first, that he is not an impartial writer; and secondly, that the tlierapeia he recommends is by far of too violent and interfering a character. That he is but a partial witness to the truth, we have his own admission, when telling us that "he has made use of the labours and adopted the opinions of others only when he has found them to correspond with or to be confirmatory of the i*esults of his own observations and inquiries. " (p. v.) This is a one-sidedness which, however satisfactory to an author, is not exactly suited to a reader of inquiry and judgment. Of the many sides there are to a question, it is surely not expecting too much for the latter to desire some knowledge about two of them. In the next place, the general rule of treatment advised by Dr. Condie is, in our opinion, even dangerously heroic?so heroic, indeed, occasionally, that we can scarcely believe he himself is accustomed to follow it. If he really does do so, then all that we can say is, that American children must have capital constitutions. We are not afraid of leeches, calomel, antimony, &c., nor do we look upon either expectancy or brandy-and-water as the veritable and universal therapeia; but really the author's system of depletion?his leeches, his calomel, and his blisters, are of so universal application and so vigorously employed, as to lead us to caution the young practitioner not to follow him too blindly. It matters not whether it be " inflammation of the brain" or " scarlet fever,"
" enteritis" or " diphtheria,"
" pneumonia" or " coryza," loss of blood is deemed advisable by Dr.
Condie.
And so of calomel; croup, gangrenous angina, apoplexy, erysipelas, gastritis, indigestion, &c., require calomel. It is true that in advising blisters, Dr. Condie cautions the reader not to allow them to do more than "produce a general redness of the skin." Now, this advice in actual practice, especially amongst the poor, is rarely attentively followed by the nurse or attendants. If not followed, and a sore be produced in the young child, in nine cases out of ten amongst the children of the class alluded to, the remedy will be worse than the disease. We therefore caution the student most particularly against heedlessly applying cantharides plaster to young children. [April, Though we have arrived at the end of Dr. Whitehead's report, we must admit that the space and opportunities at our command have permitted of our glancing only at some of the more interesting and important topics to which its author alludes. The present forms the third official statement which has issued from the Clinical Hospital at Manchester, and which we trust will not be the last for many more years to come. Though unpretending in form, the reports are intrinsically valuable, and contain much matter in small space. In them our attention is directed rather to the results of observation than to the ingenuities of hypothesis, to points of practice rather than to the suggestions of theory, and so far their spirit is in accordance with that of our own disposition. But seeing the high value set upon, and the great use made of mere number, rates, proportions, and tables of statistical detail in these reports, we think that we shall be offering Dr. Whitehead not altogether a useless caution in recalling to his mind the well-known aphorism?" Ars medica non est demonstrationibus ornata, lice mathematicis propria} sunt, nobis sufficiat ex probabili ratiocinari."
